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A CLASS OF PLANAR QUADRATIC VECTOR FIELDS

WITH A LIMIT CYCLE SURROUNDED BY A SADDLE LOOP

RODRIGO BAMÓN

Abstract. Examples of planar quadratic vector fields with a limit cycle surrounded

by a saddle loop are given by means of deformations of Hamiltonian vector fields.

1. Statement of the main result. It is known that if a planar quadratic vector field

X has infinitely many limit cycles, then they necessarily accumulate in a separatrix

cycle of the Poincaré compactification of A. In [ChSh] it is proved that a bounded

separatrix cycle surrounds at most finitely many limit cycles. However, no example

of at least one limit cycle surrounded by a separatrix cycle is known [ChT, ChSh]. In

this note we give examples of this situation by using small deformations of

Hamiltonian vector fields.

Let X2 denote the vector space of planar quadratic vector fields.

Theorem. There exists a codimension one analytic submanifold S of di2 such that

every vector field in S has a limit cycle surrounded by a saddle loop.

2. Some preliminary lemmas. Let

X(x,y) = (2y2-2y)^-(x + x2)j-y

be the planar Hamiltonian quadratic vector field with potential function

H(x, y) = \x3 + {x2 + \y3 - y2.

The level curves of H are given in Figure 1(a). We see that X has a saddle at

p0 = (0,0), a center at px = (-1,0) and a saddle loop y at p0. The saddle loop y is

contained in the zero level curve of H. Let A0 be the region bounded by y U {p0}.

Lemma 1. The reflection of y C\ [y < 0} with respect to the line y = 0 is contained in

A0.

Proof. Let (x, y) E y n [y < 0). Then H(x, y) = 0 and H(x,-y) = H(x, y)
-îy3 = -îy3>0.

That is, the reflection of (x, y) lies in a positive level curve of H. Noticing that the

shadowed region in Figure 1(b) is the one where H is positive and the reflections of

all points inyn{j><0} are in this region, we necessarily have that the reflection of

this curve is contained in A0.    D
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Figure 1(a) Figure 1(b)

Let 2 = {(x, 0) | -2 < x < -5/4} be a transversal section of X that intersects y at

the point q = (-3/2,0).

Let N be a neighbourhood of X in X2 such that:

(i) There exists /?„: N — R2 analytic with pn( X) = p{) and K( />„( Y)) — 0 for all

(ii) There exists /?,: N - R2 analytic with /?,(A') = />, and K(/?,( Y)) = 0 for all

YEN.

(iii) Each Ke/Vis transversal to 2.

(iv) The séparatrices W(Y) and H^iK) of the saddle pX)(Y) intersect 2 at the

points (q"(Y),0) and (qs(Y),0), respectively, as shown in Figure 2.

-|U(Y)

Figure 2

We have the following facts:

(1)  F:  N -> R, defined  by  /'(K) - ¿/"(V) - i/v(r),  is analytic with zero as a

regular value (see [S]). Also

TXF '(()) = \z E Í2 | j j divZdxdy = oi.

Following Sotomayor [S], we will prove the last assertions.
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In coordinates suppose the following situation for Ws( X):

721

V
P„ =   (o.o)

Z   =   f (.x   .y)/|y|<e}

K q
We compute

dz /,^o h

Let y(h,t), t s* 0, be the solution of Y + hZ such that y(h,0) = qs(Y + hZ).

Then v(t) = 3y(0, t)/dh satisfies

87, 3F,
i\ = -r—u i + -^—Vj + Z,,        o.

ay,       ay,
u, + -r— v2 + Z,.

a*  ' '   3j 2    ""     "2~ a^"1 '   a>'

The component «(f) of (vx(t), v2(t)) in the normal direction to Y(t) = y(y(0, t))

satisfies

So

h = (divY- | Y\/\ Y\)n + (1/| y|)det(T, Z).

rdivy(T)i/T]I i   I y(°) I
y(/

x '7(o)+^íexp(-rdivy(w)£/w)det(y'z)í/i

and then

,7(0) = '7(/)[nuTJexp(^'d,vy(TWT

i
y(0)

■y'exp|-JTdivy(i/)í/w)det(y. Z)</i

Since the integral

f°°\ y(')|expí-j"'divy(T)í/T)í/r

converges [CL, p. 331] we have

lim | y(/)|exp(- f'di\Y(r)dr) = 0.
I   ■ X \      •'() /

Therefore

«(0)
fOO

y(o) |,,
J^expi-^div Y(u) du\det(Y, Z) dr
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But  dqs(Y)/dZ = dy{0,0)/dh = n(0)/cosa,  a  being  the  angle  determined  by

Y(qs(Y)) and X(q).

So

das I X(a) I        /-oc       /    et \

^{Y) = - (X(q), Y(0)) l   exp(-/oChvy(M)„)det(y, Z)rfT.

Similarly,

m <y> = - (AU)('y(o)) /o^^i-Zo^ Y^ duY^Y'z)^

Since X is Hamiltonian we obtain

111 ■ ür(« - If « = j«W>'<*- Z»"T

where the last equality is Green's formula.

It is an easy fact to prove that there exists Z E I2 such that /jA div Z dx dy ¥= 0

(see proof of Lemma 2 below). That is, zero is a regular value of F and

TxF-'(0) = ¡ZEI2\ ff div Z(x,y)dxdy = 0  .

(2) Each £>,: /V -> R, i = 0,1, defined by Dt(Y) = div y(/>,(y)), is analytic with

zero as a regular value. By a direct calculation,

TxD~](0) = {Ze£2|divZ(/>,) =0}.

Lemma 2. 77.e/r ex/sCr Z E d¿2 such that ffA div Zdx dy = 0, div Z( /;0) ¥= 0 a«</

divZ(/?,) ¥=0.

Proof. Let

-vi    \       8    y2 9

Then div Zix, _y) = -e + y and, by Lemma 1,

/ /  div Z0(x, y) dxdy = j j ydxdy >0.
Aq a0

Also

/"j" divZ,(x, y)dxdy = if (y - \)dxdy<0
Aq Aq

because y — 1 < 0 for all (x, y) E A0. By continuity, there exists e0 G ]0,1[ such

that

// aivZtg(x,y)dxdy = 0.

For this e0, div Z£ (/>,.) = -e0 < 0, i = 0,1.    D
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Lemma 3. The vector spaces TxF~](0), TxD~\0) and TxDx~\0) are in general

position.

Proof. By Lemma 2, rxF-1(0)riirvD/-1(0), i = 0,1. Now Z(x, y) = x2(d/dx)

belongs to TXD¿1(0), but not to TxD¡\0). That is, TxDol(0)(r\TxDx\0).

Now we prove that there exists a vector field Z E X2 so that Z E TxDq1(Q) n

TxF-\0) and Z g T^Df '(0). This will complete the proof.

Let Zx(x, y) = 4(A.x2(3/3;v) + >>2(a/a>')).

Then div Zx(x, y) — Xx + y and, by Lemma 1.

if div Z0(x, y)dxdy = J J v fifcc </v > 0.

For A big enough (in fact A 3= {-¿2 ) we have div Zx(x, y) < 0 for all (x, j) E A0. So

jy divZx(x, y)dxdy<0.

By continuity there exists A0 > 0 (less than {J2) such that fjAdivZXo(x, y) dx dy =

0. Since divZAo(/>0) = 0 and divZ^ (/>,) = -\0 ¥= 0, the vector field ZXg belongs to

TvDo'iO) n TxF\0), but not to TxDx\0).    D

3. Proof of the main result. By Lemma 3, F"'(0), £>0"'(0) and £»,"'(0) are in general

position at A. Choosing the neighbourhood N small enough we can suppose that

they are in general position at each common vector field Y E F"'(0) n D¿' n Df'(0)

and each F"'(0), /^"'(O) or Dx '(0) separates A' into the two natural regions.

Each YEF~\0) with Do(Y)Dx(Y)>0 has a saddle loop at p0(Y) and a

hyperbolic focus at px(Y), both stable or unstable depending on the sign of D0(Y).

That is, one of the following situations happens:

D0(Y)   <

In each case Y must have a limit cycle. Then S - {Y E F"'(0) | D0(Y)DX(Y) > 0} is

the required codimension one analytic submanifold of 3£2.    D
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